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Details of Visit:

Author: earlgreyman06
Location 2: Neasden
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 18 May 2013 12.00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07405804703

The Premises:

Jasmine's place is at the rear of a bank in Neasden. Very dodgy at night, but I was driving so
relatively quiet & safe. Entrance was up some really steep, rusty and dangerous iron steps. Had to
call 2-3 times to make sure I was coming to the right door. When I entered, took me a while to get to
talk to Jasmine as the main woman tried to fob me off with other fat, uglier girls. Inside, the place
was quite tidy - a normal flat.

The Lady:

Jasmine is a small, cute and very pretty Hungarian girl, with long dark brown hair, brown eyes and
sallow skin. She looks Mediterranean and speaks very good English. Her teeth are crooked and in
need of braces, but apart from that she's perfect, with a lithe size 8-10 body made for sin. She's
also quite a nice friendly girl, but has some issues, as you'll read about below.... 

The Story:

Once we got up to her room, which was a dark but suitable for the occasion. I asked her to take her
clothes off, which she did, but only to her bra and knickers. I asked if OWO was OK, and she sulked
at the idea. She said she didn't like doing it, even though I'm clean.

After a little persuasion, she got me on my back and settled knelt between my legs on the bed.
Here's where the main downer began; she got back off the bed, walked over to her wardrobe to get
some wet wipes, this dampened my mood as she began cleaning (not against hygiene) whilst
holding my dick and wiping me really roughly like my dick was made out of rancid meat. This just
pissed me off, as it seemed more like a chore for her than a sexy moment.

Eventually, she began to suck my now flaccid dick, and she immediately stopped, got back up,
walked to the wardrobe again, pulled out a condom. I asked why, and she said she just doesn't like
OWO. I said, 'I wish you'd have mentioned before.' (It states on her AW page she does!). I'm pretty
easy going, but if someone says they do when they don't, at the very least agree or don't upfront.

By this time, i was ready to leave - but she quickly popped the condom teat in her mouth and
proceeded to suck my dick into the condom, which kinda turned me on again....'OK', i thought, 'lets
see where this goes'. It did work, to a degree, but sadly, my mood plus the feeling of the ultra thick
condom left me with zero sensation, even though her oral technique was excellent - she kept going
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for a good 10-15 mins with hardly a pause and really tried to get me going. But i was still only at half
mast. At this point, this was becoming my problem after such a ropey start, and not the fact she
wasn't any good. In fact, to the contrary she was really good!

Anyway, by this time, i just really wanted to fuck this sexy girl, so asked her to get on all fours.

Let me tell you now, fucking this girl was AMAZING. Her ass is simply a wonderful sight, and her
pussy while nice and tight, was velvety smooth. After pumping for some time, I could feel the sap
rising, and she seemed to enjoy me fucking her. I fucked her harder to the hilt, feeling the nub of her
cervix knock against my knob and she started to moan a little. Not long after this set me off, and I
had an amazing orgasm right inside her (obviously inside the condom!).

Jasmine is a lovely lady to fuck, but her bedside manner leaves a lot to be desired. I think perhaps i
was being over sensitive and I will see her again, just to fuck her beautiful body.

p.s: she also charged me £10 more than her profile stated for 30mins, but i'd forgotten to double
check.
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